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Exploitation of 10 year satellite data showed:

⇨ Minor differences before 15 UTC
⇨ Stratified according to SM bias
→ CMB ≈ 10% increase
→ CNB similar precipitation
→ CDB ≈ 15% decrease

Joint Perspective

-

⇨ Temporal coupling: Rain favored for wet conditions
⇨ Spatial coupling:
Dry spots favor afternoon precipitation
⇨ Joint perspective: Wet & heterogeneous conditions
→ Rain over dry anomalies

(Guillod et al. 2015)

Research Questions
① What is the collective impact of soil moisture bias and
heterogeneity on convective precipitation?
② Is the soil moisture precipitation coupling scale dependent?
③ Can we identify dominant mechanisms?
④ What influence has the background wind?

Experimental Setup
Model:

CMB_112k

⇨ Deterministic COSMO-DE (2.8km)
⇨ Initial Time: 0 UTC + 24 h forecast
⇨ 1 Hourly COSMO-EU analysis data

UNI

Replacing initial soil moisture (SM):
⇨
⇨
⇨
⇨

UNI: uniformly with domain averaged SM
CDB: set of 5 heterogeneous dry-bias experiments (-25%)
CNB: set of 5 chessboard patterns
CMB: set of 5 heterogeneous moist-bias experiments (-25%)

Heterogeneity length scales (patch sizes):
28km, 42km, 56km, 84km, 112km
Case studies: 7 weak synoptic forcing days (2009 - 2016)
4 moderate synoptic forcing days (2011 - 2016)

⇨ Dry patches:
→ Earlier increase of afternoon
convective precipitation
→ Increased accumulated precipitation
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⇨ On average no scale dependence
⇨ Influence of SM bias dominant
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Motivation

⇨ CNB Experiments:
→ Scale dependent day-to-day
variability (Envelope)
→ standard deviation supports
scale dependent variability
→ Minimum in variability
between 50 - 80 km

Fig. 2: Data: ⇨ Rotated so that mean wind in 850hPa is coming from the left
⇨ Similar to graphic above but averaged over 7 (a) / 4 (b) case studies
Upper panel: Low-level convergence (0-1km) for Experiments
Middle & lower panel: Difference plots similar to Fig. 1

Meridionally averaged vertical Cross Sections
Fig. 1: Red averaging box (see
Experimental Setup) shifted through
domain and averaged meridionally:
upper & middle panel: difference
between Experiment (CNB_084k,
CNB_112k) and Control run (UNI):
Moist Static Energy (MSE), wind,
ratio of liquid cloud droplets (Qc)
and vertically averaged Moisture
Flux Convergence (low-level: 0-1km;
upper level: 1-2km). Lower panel:
hourly precipitation in experiment

⇨ MSE surplus over moist and deficit over dry patches (reversed aloft)
⇨ Near upwind flank of moist tile: increased low-level MFC, MSE & Qc
⇨ Updraft region more distinct for smaller patch (left)
Larger patch: More space for randomness in convection between cells
Smaller patch: Precipitation is mainly linked to circulation cell near upwind side
of the moist patch
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⇨ Increased convergence on downwind flank of dry patches
⇨ 28km & 42km: Clear signal of patches in low-level convergence but
circulations do not efficiently enhance updraft region
⇨ 56km & 84km: Updraft coincides with higher low-level convergence & Qc
⇨ 112km: Updraft region is blured
⇨ Signature of chessboard patterns weakens with increasing patch size and
background wind (moderate forcing)

Conclusions
① Positive overall soil moisture precipitation coupling
Negative local soil moisture precipitation coupling
② No dependence of daily precipitation on heterogeneity length scale.
Minimum in day-to-day precipitation variability between 50 - 80km.
③ Thermally induced mesoscale circulations link precipitation.
④ Increased convergence and strong linkage on downwind flank of dry tiles
enhance convective precipitation.
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